Activities Conducted Under Gottfredson's 3 Pioneer Grants through UD

May 1988 grant proposal for $33,007

Research: $30,100

5 scholarly works
  2 Gottfredson publications (#4, 5)
  1 Blits/Gottfredson publication (#6)
  2 Gottfredson presentations (#14, 15)

Large mailing of scholarly publication to other scholars: $2,900

1 Gordon (project co-director's) publication

November 1988 grant proposal for $38,248

Research-related: $10,200

journal publication costs (subvention for extra pages)

Large mailing of scholarly publication to other scholars: $28,000

1 Gottfredson publication (#5)

May 1989 grant proposal for $98,805

Research: $59,400

6 scholarly works
  1 Blits/Gottfredson publication (#7)
  1 Gottfredson publication (#8)
  4 Gottfredson presentations (#16, 17, 18, 19)

Large mailings of scholarly publications to other scholars: $39,400 allocated ($36,000 unspent)

2 Gordon publications
1 Gottfredson publication
4 related publications

$170,060 requested
$174,000 received
(average of $87,000 per year)
$36,000 remaining

'Numbers refer to numbered items on Gottfredson's vita.

'These activities were suspended when the controversy erupted."